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Abstract 
Consider the class of all those properties of worlds in finite Kripke structures (or of states in 
finite transition systems), that are 
l recognizable in polynomial time, and 
l closed under bisimulation equivalence. 
It is shown that the class of these bisimulation-invariant PTIME queries has a natural logical 
characterization. It is captured by the straightforward extension of propositional p-calculus to 
arbitrary finite dimension. Bisimulation-invariant PTIME, or the modal fragment of PTIME, thus 
proves to be one of the very rare cases in which a logical characterization is known in a setting 
of unordered structures. It is also shown that higher-dimensional p-calculus is undecidable for 
satisfiability in finite structures, and even Et-hard over general structures. @ 1999 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Logic in computer science; Finite model theory; Modal logic; 
Descriptive complexity; Process logics; Model checking 
0. Introduction 
An outstanding issue in the study of the relation between computational complexity 
and logical definability concerns the search for exact matches. Paradigmatic results in 
this area are, for instance, Fagin’s Theorem (the NP-recognizable properties of finite 
structures are exactly those that can be formalized in existential second-order logic), 
the Biichi-Elgot-Trakhtenbrot Theorem (the automaton-recognizable properties of finite 
words are those that are definable in monadic second-order logic), or the Immerman- 
Vardi Theorem (the PTIME properties of finite linearly ordered structures are exactly 
those that are definable in least fixed-point logic). 
It is a characteristic feature in these examples that they either concern complexity 
classes beyond PTIME or else concern classes of linearly ordered structures. Indeed, no 
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logical characterization has been found for any of the standard complexity classes be- 
low NP, that would cover arbitrary rather than linearly ordered structures. In particular, 
the question whether PTIME itself - regarded as the class of all those properties of finite 
structures that can be recognized by PTIME algorithms - admits a logical characteri- 
zation, is a central open problem in finite model theory. This fundamental issue was 
raised by Chandra and Hare1 [lo] and more rigorously formalized by Gurevich [ 161, 
cf. also [12]. 
The present investigation deals with, and offers a positive solution for, a semanti- 
cally defined fragment of PTIME concerning finite Kripke structures. Kripke structures 
not only form the natural models for modal logics but also play an important role 
as formalizations of transition systems. Under both aspects, bisimulation equivalence 
is the adequate notion of indistinguishability. It is therefore natural in this framework 
to consider the class of those PTIME properties of finite Kripke structures (transition 
systems), that are preserved under bisimulation. It turns out that this class possesses 
an exact logical match in higher-dimensional p-calculus, which is here introduced as 
the obvious extension of ordinary propositional p-calculus L, to arbitrary arities. Apart 
from its theoretical appeal, this result is of potential interest for model-checking ap- 
plications. Just as a natural logic for PTIME would, if it exists, be the theoretically 
ideal database language in the world of relational databases, the higher-dimensional 
p-calculus is, in a precise sense, an optimal logic for all efficient model checking tasks 
in a bisimulation-invariant framework. Moreover, as a natural extension of the standard 
propositional p-calculus L,, this language makes close connections with theoretically 
well-developed areas in model checking, and also highlights the fundamental role of 
the ,u-calculus in a new way. 
A similar claim can of course be made with a view to the logically more fundamental 
framework of modal logic. As bisimulation invariance may reasonably be regarded 
as the defining characteristic of modal properties, the higher-dimensional p-calculus 
provides a modal fixed-point logic which precisely captures PTIME in the modal world 
_ and does so without having to resort to a given ordering. The fact that the question 
about a logic for PTIME is thus answered affirmatively for the modal world, may be 
seen as yet another indication of the more general phenomenon that the model theory 
of modal logic shows a much neater behaviour in restriction to finite structures than 
does classical first-order logic. 
In a further study of its expressive power over finite and infinite structures, the 
higher-dimensional p-calculus is shown to be undecidable for satisfiability in finite 
models as well as in general models. In sharp contrast with L, itself, even two- 
dimensional L, does no longer have the finite model property, and its satisfiability 
problem is hard for the first level of the analytical hierarchy (Cl -hard). 
1. Preliminaries, basic definitions, and the main theorem 
We deal with Kripke structures that form the appropriate models for propositional 
modal logic ML, its infinitary variant ML,, and the propositional p-calculus L,. Of 
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course, Kripke structures may be identified with transition systems, with only some 
minor changes in terminology (and beyond these introductory remarks, we choose to 
stick with the terminology of Kripke structures). We fix a finite set of basic propositions 
or propositional constants P = P 1,. . . , Pi. A Kripke structure (transition system) for p 
then is a structure 
‘%=(A,E%,P;L )...) P;“), 
where 
_ A is the universe or set of worlds (states) of ‘u, 
- ES’ C A2 is the binary relation of accessibility between worlds (atomic transitions 
between states), 
~ each 4’ CA interprets the set of worlds (states) in which 8 holds true. 
For the standard semantics of ML, ML, and L,, one usually deals with Kripke 
structures (‘%,a) in which one element is designated, one also speaks of model-world 
pairs: 
- a E A the distinguished world of (‘%,a). 
In more first-order minded terms, a Kripke structure for p is just a z-structure of 
vocabulary z = {E, PI , . . . , P,} with binary E and unary s. A distinguished world a may 
be regarded as a fixed parameter or as a constant in 2X. 
It is customary to consider Kripke structures, and in particular transition systems, 
which have more than one accessibility relation (atomic transition). All results pre- 
sented here extend to that more general, multi-modal framework with only minor mod- 
ifications, which are summarily indicated in Section 2.4. It therefore seems justified 
to simplify the formal presentation of the main development through restriction to the 
basic case of just one binary relation. 
I. 1. Bisimulation equivalence 
A fundamental notion of equivalence between Kripke structures with distinguished 
worlds is bisimulation equivalence, which we denote by N. This equivalence has a 
natural motivation as a notion of behavioural indistinguishability, if Kripke structures 
are taken as descriptions of transition systems [26,31]. There is also a very elegant (in 
fact also earlier) Ehrenfeucht-Frai’sse style characterization of bisimulation equivalence, 
due to van Benthem [6,7], by means of a game in which the two players can move a 
single pebble in each structure along forward E-edges. 
Definition 1.1. Let ‘%=(A,E,Pl,..., P[) and ‘!X’=(A’,E’,P,‘,..., P,‘) be Kripke struc- 
tures. A relation RCA x A’ is a bisimulation between 2I and Cu’ if the following 
conditions hold for all (a, a’) E R: 
(i) aE~@a’E~~ for l<i<l. 
(ii) for all b such that (a, b) E E, there is some b’ such that (a’, b’) E E’ and (b’, b’) E R. 
(iii) for all b’ such that (a’, b’) E E’, there is some b such that (a, b) E E and (b’, b’) E R. 
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There is a natural largest bisimulation N between 2I and ‘u’, which is obtained as 
the union over all bisimulations between ‘3 and ‘8’. 
(%,a) and @I’, a’) are bisimulation equivalent, or just bisimilar, (‘8, a) N (%‘,a’), 
if (~,a’) E R for some (and hence for the largest) bisimulation between VI and ‘S’. 
We shall mostly work with the following equivalent, inductive characterization of 
bisimulation inequivalence f as a least fixed point - which clearly corresponds to the 
natural coinductive definition of the largest bisimulation N itself as a greatest fixed 
point. Let 9I = (A,E,Pl,. . . ,Pl) and 9l’ = (A’, E’, P,‘, . . . , P,‘) be two Kripke structures. 
Put 
l (%,a)&(2I’,a’)if Vf=,7(aE&-+a’E<!), 
. (a, a) 7Ll+, W’, a’) if 
or 3b EA[(a, b) E E A ‘db’ E A’((a’, b’) E E’ -+ (‘3, b) $a (Cu’, b’))] 
or 3b’ E A’[(a’, b’) E E’ A Yb E A((a, b) E E + (‘%, b) #, (a’, b’))], 
(1) 
l (‘%,a)fJ,(S’,af) if 3a<1 (%,a)+a (W,a’) for limits A, 
l (%,a) + (%‘,a’) if (%,a)$,(2I’,a’) for some CI. 
For cardinality reasons, the sequence of the +a becomes stationary at some stage 
in restriction to any given pair of structures 21 and VI’. Thus @I, a) + (2l’, a’) if 
(2I, a) +, (‘LI’, a’) for the least CI such that 
This least a is the closure ordinal of the inductive definition. Over finite structures 
!!I and 2I’ the limit is reached within polynomially many steps: indeed, the closure 
ordinal is generally bounded by (IA] IA/I)+, which is IA I . IA’ I + 1 if these cardinalities 
are finite. This implies in particular that bisimulation equivalence over finite Kripke 
structures is PTIME computable. In fact it is PTIME complete [2]. 
There is an Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse-type theorem associated with bisimulation equiva- 
lence which involves the infinitary variant ML, of ordinary propositional modal logic 
ML, compare e.g. [5]. Recall that ML for P = PI,. . . , PI has atomic formulae 8x, is 
closed under boolean operations, and under the modal constructors 0 and q , where 
the semantics of the latter is given by 
(‘Ku) + Oq iff 3bEA((a,b)EE% n(‘C&,b) k cp), 
(‘%,a) bno’p iff YbEA((a,b)EE(U+(‘21,b) + q). 
ML, further enriches the syntax and semantics of ML through closure under con- 
junctions and disjunctions over arbitrary sets of formulae. 
Clearly, V and q may be pictured as existential and universal first-order quantifi- 
cations along accessibility edges. It is therefore straightforward that ML ~,&,, and 
ML, SL’,,, where &, is first-order logic with only two variable symbols, &, 
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its infinitary variant. This translation of modal logics into first-order or infinitary 
logic (with just two variables) is explored in model-theoretic terms in the work of 
van Benthem. Note that 0 is the dual of q so that only one of these operators need 
be retained in the presence of negation. 
We shall write all modal formulae q as formulae q(x) in a single formal element 
variable x, which is ultimately interpreted by the distinguished world in a Kripke 
structure. The semantics of q is here associated with the monadic predicate defined by 
q(x) over the ‘%I: 
d’V = 1~ GA I N I= cp[al) = -Co EA I (Q&a) k ~1, 
whereby formulae of ML or ML, define monadic global relations over Kripke struc- 
tures. 
Theorem 1.2 (Barwise and van Benthem [3], Barwise and Moss [5]). (‘%,a)~((U’,u’) 
if and only if (‘%,a) and (a’, a’) satisfy exactly the same formulae of ML,. For 
Jinite (in fact even for finitely branching) Kripke structures: (‘u, a) N (‘%I’, a’) if and 
only if (‘8, a) and @I’, a’) satisfy exactly the same formulae of ML. 
1.2. Propositional p-calculus 
Propositional p-calculus L,, as introduced in [23], augments the syntax and semantics 
of ML by constructors for least and greatest fixed points. To this end one firstly admits 
propositional variables X, Y, Z, . . . in formulae, with corresponding new atomic assertions 
Xx, etc. Free propositional variables get interpreted by subsets of the universe (sets of 
worlds) like the propositional constants. 
If cp is a formula of L, that is positive in X (meaning that X does not occur free 
in the scope of an odd number of negations), then II/ = ~XLX(P and I+!/ = vxcp are also 
formulae of L, (in which X no longer occurs free). 
The semantics can without loss of generality be explained in the case that no propo- 
sitional variable apart from X is free in cp. Then q induces a monotone operator on 
subsets of A according to 
F~:PcA~{uEA~(‘U,U) b(p[P/X]}, 
where q[P/X] denotes 40 under the interpretation that assigns P to X. Being a monotone 
operator, FF possesses least and greatest fixed points LFP(FF) and GFP(FF). Now 
(%,a) + ~XLX(P iff ~ELFP(F~) and (2&a) b vxcp iff ~EGFP(F,“). 
As usual, least and greatest fixed points may be generated inductively. For instance, 
putting inductively 
xd” = 0, X’; = A, 
x”’ = FF(X;‘) and X 
Izl 
$+I %+I = F’“(X’r), 
Xi! = U X,” for limit lb, ‘Vy = n X’y for limit A, 
1 < ir r<l 
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it is easy to see that the X, are increasing, the X,’ decreasing, and that 
LFP(F; ) = u Xi’ and GFP(F”) = n X’it. 
? 5 
As with 0 and q , the p- and v-operators are related by a straightforward duality so 
that it suffices to retain one of them in the presence of negation. 
It is well known that L, is preserved under bisimulation: if (Ql, a) N (Cu’, a’) and 
cp E L,, then (9l, a) + cp iff ((u’, a’) + cp. Indeed, this is a consequence of the following 
statement, which is proved by syntactic induction (and using the inductive generation 
of least and greatest fixed points in the p- and v-steps). 
Fact 1.3. Let IC be any injnite curdinal. Then there is for each cp E L, a formula 
@) E ML, such thut cp und g@) are equivalent over all Kripke structures of cardi- 
nulity less than K. 
It follows that L,, C: ML, 2 LLw in restriction to any class of Kripke structures with 
a uniform bound on the cardinality. Even over the class of finite Kripke structures the 
inclusion L, c ML, is strict as L,, c PTIME. More background on L,,, its variants, and 
its role as a process logic can be found in [13]. It is customary to introduce L, in 
a multi-modal framework, i.e. with several accessibility relations and corresponding 
modalities rather than just one. As pointed out above, all results presented here have 
straightforward extensions to that scenario, see also Section 2.4. 
1.3. A k-dimensional p-calculus 
We introduce extensions of L, which roughly correspond to the expressive power of 
L, over the kth Cartesian power of the given Kripke structures. The elements of this 
power are k-tuples of worlds, 6 E Ak, and there are k different accessibility relations 
E/ corresponding to E-accessibility in the jth component for 1 f j < k: 
(G,C’)EE~ iff ~=a: for i#j and (aj,a;)EE%. 
We write formulae of Li in a k-tuple of element variables X = (xl,. . . ,xk) and se- 
mantically associate them with k-ary global relations over Kripke structures. 
The syntax is governed by the following clauses: 
Atomic formulae: for 1 < i < 1 and 1 <j <k, EXj is an atomic formula of Li. For k-ary 
second-order variables X, Y, Z,, . . , Lf has atomic formulae X.?, Y_?, Z,?, . . . 
Booleans: Li is closed under the boolean operations --J A, V. 
Modalities: Li is closed under modalities Oj and Oj for 1 d j< k. 
Variable substitutions: Li is closed under substitutions rs : { 1,. . . , k} + { 1,. . , k}, 
which operate on variables according to B : (XI,. . . ,xk) H (x0( I), . . . ,X0(k)). 
Least and greatest fixed points: Li is closed under applications of PX- and VX- 
operators to q whenever X occurs positively. Note that X plays the role of a k-ary 
relation variable, which we stress by speaking of pk- and vk-operations. 
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Semantically we associate with each formula cp E Lf a k-ary predicate 
cp[‘u]= {&=(a, ,...,~Gq u b q@l} 
over each ‘3 (with an interpretation for all free second-order variables in q): 
- The atomic and boolean cases are obvious. 
- 0, and q j are modal operators for the accessibility relation I$? over Ak. 
- Substitutions 0 operate as @[%I] = {(al,. . . ,ak) E Akl’U + cp[a,(l), . . . ,aa(kj]}. 
~ Operators PX and vx correspond to least and greatest fixed points of the induced 
monotone operation that sends P C Ak to {a E Ak 1 ‘$I + (p[P/X, a]}. 
For ease of notation we shall also just write q(x,(l),. . . ,x,(k)) for cp”, or indicate 
simple substitutions as in q(xk/xi) for cp’ if IS maps i to k and fixes all other indices. 
For Li, too, it would clearly suffice to retain only one of the pk- or vk-operators 
and only one of 0, and q j for each j, since the semantics is in accordance with the 
usual duality relations between these. 
Towards a standard monadic semantics of formulae of Li over Kripke structures 
(‘3, a) with the single distinguished world a, we ultimately pass to substitution instances 
cp(Xl ,x1 ,. . . ,x1) (i.e. 0 identically 1) of formulae without free second-order variables 
and write these as q(x) to stress their role as defining monadic global relations. 
Remark. For a substitution instance which reduces the number of variables that occur 
free in a formula q, we may either think of the result as still defining a k-ary global 
relation (with trivial factors in those components that are not actually free any more), 
or as defining a global relation of correspondingly reduced arity. For instance, a for- 
mula cp(xl,xl ) E Ls could alternatively be associated with the monadic global relation 
given by Qr’ = {a E A 1 Cu t= cp[a,a]}, or with the binary global relation according to 
Q?={(at,az)EA21B k cp] al,al]} = @ x A. The translation between these interpre- 
tations is straightforward and we shall often increase the arity of relations to some 
uniform common value by this type of padding that occurs in the translation from Qr 
to Q2.’ 
Definition 1.4. Li is k-dimensional p-calculus as introduced above, L;;’ denotes the 
union lJk Li. MLk is k-d’ 
v k-operators. MLk, 
tmensional modal logic, the fragment of L: without ,uk- or 
stands for the corresponding infinitary k-dimensional modal logic, 
which is closed under disjunctions and conjunctions over arbitrary sets of formulae. 
With each of these logics we associate a general semantics, in which for instance 
L% defines global relations of arity (up to) k, and a standard monadic semantics as 
outlined for Lf above. The latter is the main concern in the present investigation, and 
will always be tacitly implied in considerations about monadic global relations. 
Clearly MLk, Lf, ML”, for k = 1 are the familiar ML, L,, and ML,. For each of 
these logics the k + r-dimensional variant is at least as expressive as the k-dimensional 
’ A semantics we shall not associate with cp(xl,xl) is that of {(a,a)E A* 1% + cp[a,a]}. This would 
introduce a hidden equality which is completely alien to the bisimulation-oriented framework. 
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one, in standard monadic semantics as well as for the general semantics (up to the 
necessary padding). We shall see that the extension to higher dimension adds crucial 
expressive power to L, even with respect to the standard monadic semantics. With the 
MLk, versus ML,, and MLk versus ML, on the other hand, there is actually no gain 
in expressiveness for the standard monadic semantics, and only a trivial one even with 
respect to the general semantics (see Remark 1.6 below). 
For the monadic semantics over any class of bounded cardinality, the inclusion 
structure is in fact the following, for k > 2 (proofs are indicated below): 
MLk s Lf 5 ML& 
II #U II 
ML s L, s ML, 
The following Lk,-analogue of Fact 1.3 has a direct inductive proof, based on the 
inductive generation of fixed points. 
Fact 1.5. For any injinite cardinal IC and any cp E Lf without free second-order vari- 
ables there is a formula #“) E ML”, that is equivalent to cp over all Kripke structures 
of cardinality less than IC. 
Let LkW stand for infinitary logic with k variables. An argument that is strictly 
analogous to that for ML, C Lk, shows that MLk, C LkLA for k 22. Therefore also 
L! 2 Lzh in restriction to any class of structures of bounded cardinality, and for the 
general semantics. But in fact much more can be said. The following is a theorem in 
[7] for ML, which, together with its inductive proof immediately generalizes to ML,. 
Remark 1.6. Any formula cp(x, . . . , xk ) E ML”, is equivalent with an infinitary boolean 
combination of formulae x(xj/x), where 1 E ML, and 1 <j dk. 
This implies in particular that ML”, -ML, just as MLk c ML with respect to the 
standard monadic semantics. 
Corollary 1.7. Over any class of structures of bounded cardinality, and in particu- 
lar over the class of all jinite Kripke structures: Li & ML, C LL, for the standard 
monadic semantics. 
It is also easy to show inductively that the MLk, respects bisimulation equivalence, 
in the sense that for cp E MLk,, and Kripke structures Cu and 121’ and E E Ak, a’ E A’k 
are such that (‘%,aj) N (‘%‘,a;) forj= l,..., k: L? E cp[‘B] if and only if 5’ E cp[‘SI’]. Of 
course, this also follows from Remark 1.6 and the bisimulation-invariance of ML,. 
As a corollary we have that L: respects bisimulation equivalence. As this fact is so 
important in the present investigation, we also sketch a direct proof. 
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Lemma 1.8. Let q(X) E Lf, ‘8 and $2I’ Kripke structures. If a E Ak and a’ E Alk are 
such thatfor j= l,... ,k (9,a.i) - (%‘,a;), then 5~ @.X] zfand only zfa’f @Jl’]. In 
particular any monadic global relation that is dejinable in Li is bisimulation invariant. 
Sketch of proof Let us write a - a’ for tuples C E Ak and 5’ E A’k if (‘3, aj) N (2I’, a(l) 
for j= l,... , k. An inductive proof of the lemma has to allow for free second-order 
variables in (subformulae of) q. The version of the statement that lends itself to this 
treatment is the following. Let cp(Y?,X) have free variables as displayed. Let (‘?l, p) and 
(2l’,P’) with interpretations P and I” for 2 be such that for all GE Ak and 2 EA’~, 
C N 6’ implies ZEPHG’EP’. Then CwZ’ also implies a E cp[‘$l,P] HZ’ E cp[%‘,P]. 
The claim is clear for atomic cp, obviously carries over to boolean combinations 
and to substitution instances. For cp = Oj $, an appeal to (‘3, ai) N (%‘:a:) and to the 
inductive hypothesis for $ yields the desired result. For cp =px$(X,X,X), it is first 
shown inductively that the individual stages X2’ and Xi:“’ in the inductive generation 
of the least fixed points in % and at’, respectively, conform to the requirement that 
5 - 2 implies G E XJt H 2 E X, “. This then immediately implies the desired result for 
(p[2I,P] = UX;” and cp[‘%‘,P’] = UX;!t’ as well. 
A crucial example of the expressive power of the Lf is the following 
Lemma 1.9. Consider bisimulation equivalence N as a binary global relation on in- 
dividual Kripke structures, according to (a,a’) E ,‘I if (‘%,a) N (%,a’). Then N is 
de&able in L:( fbr all k >2. 
In fact, a comparison with the inductive generation of the #, in (1) in Section 1 .l 
shows that + is defined as a global relation in variables XI and x2 in this sense by 
the formula 
4n+=!-Q ( \I/ l(SX, ++qxz) v o,o*xx v 020&T . i=l > 
1.4. The capturing result 
We now consider monadic queries or global relations on finite Kripke structures. 
Formally such a query Q is a mapping that associates with each finite Kripke structure 
‘3 (of the fixed type p) a subset 
such that any isomorphism f : 2I N ‘8’ is also an isomorphism of the expansions (9I, Q”) 
and (a’, Q”“). We are here interested in the stronger invariance condition imposed by 
bisimulation equivalence. 
Definition 1.10. A monadic query Q on finite Kripke structures is 
(i) bisimulation invariant (--invariant) if (2&a) N (‘%‘,a’) implies that a E Q” iff 
a’EQ”‘. 
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(ii) polynomial time computable (in PTIME) ij” there is a PTIME algorithm for deciding 
on input (%,a) whether a E Qz. 
If a monadic query Q on Kripke structures is regarded as a class of finite Kripke 
structures with designated worlds, namely as the class of those (‘%,a) for which a E Q,“, 
then Q is m-invariant if it is closed with respect to N within the class of all finite 
Kripke structures with designated worlds. A standard argument (using the boundedness 
of the class of finite Kripke structures with designated worlds and ML,-Scott sentences 
for these) shows that a monadic query on finite Kripke structures is N-invariant if and 
only if it is definable in ML,. The class of those monadic PTIME queries on finite 
Kripke structures that also are --invariant may therefore suggestively be described as 
the intersection of PTIME with ML,: 
PTIME n ML,. 
Definition 1.11. A monadic query Q on finite Kripke structures is definable in Li if 
there is a formula q(x) E Lf such that for all finite ‘Lz: cp[‘%] = Q’. 
As stated above, any L:-definable query is bisimulation invariant, and also in PTIME. 
To see the latter, recall that any k-ary monotone fixed-point operation over finite Cu 
reaches saturation within lAlk + 1 steps. We now state the main theorem as follows. 
Theorem 1.12. A monadic query Q on jinite Kripke structures is in PTIME and bisim- 
ulation invariant if and only if it is definable in Lf for some k. In formulae 
PTIME n ML, z Ljf. 
Corollary 1.13. In particular PTIME n ML, admits a recursive presentation in the 
sense of descriptive complexity: there is a language with recursive syntax and with 
PTIME semantics which is semantically complete for the class of all PTIME bisimulation- 
invariant queries over jinite Kripke structures. 
For some background on the underlying notion of capturing complexity classes 
compare [16, 12,291. The following section is devoted to the proof of the non-trivial 
inclusion PTIME n ML, C Ljj, i.e. to showing that any given PTIME computable and 
bisimulation-invariant monadic query is definable in Lk, for sufficiently large k. 
2. Proof of the main theorem 
2.1. Canonical structures and a normal form 
Let for a Kripke structure Cu = (A, E, PI , . . . , PI) and an element a E A, (a)” denote 
the @ward E-closure of a: 
(a)E={bEA13n3al . . . a, such that aI = a, a,, = b and (ai,ai+I ) E E%}. 
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Clearly (2I, a) N (ti, a) l(a)E. Bisimulation equivalence over 5Il may be factored out 
to obtain a quotient Kripke structure which is a minimal representative for the 
w-class of the given (‘%,a). We want to denote the result of applying this process 
to (‘3,~) TV by can(‘U, a) and call it the canonical structure jbr (!I& a). Compare 
the strongly extensional quotients in [4,5]. Explicitly, 
can(91,a)=((a)E/ -,E”,P;” ,..., P,w,[a]), 
where N is bisimulation equivalence (viewed as a binary relation over A), [b] denotes 
the --equivalence class of b, and the predicates E” and ew are defined as follows. 
e” = {[b] 1 b E 4% n (a)E}, which is sound, since N is a congruence for the q. E” is 
defined according to 
([bl, Lb’1 >E E- if 3b” (b, b”) E E’ A b’ N b”, 
where again, it is checked that the defining clause is independent of the choice of b 
within its equivalence class. Note, however, that N is not a congruence with respect 
to E. 
It is obvious that can(‘U,u) is computable from (%,a) in PTIME. It is also straight- 
forward to verify that for all (%,a): (%,a) - can((U, a) and that for all (2I, a), (%‘, a’) 
(9l,a)N(2l’,a’) iff can(%,a) rv can(llI’,a’). 
In the special case that ‘?I= ‘u’, i.e. that we consider - as a binary global relation 
over individual Kripke structures, this becomes: a - ‘t a’ iff can(‘LI, a) = can(‘U, a’), since 
a ~a’ in particular also implies that (~)~/-=(a’)~/- (even though not necessarily 
(u)E = (u’)E ). 
Definition 2.1. Let CAN stand for the class of all canonical Kripke structures with 
distinguished worlds, CAN = {(a, a) 1 can@& a) cv (N, a)}. Let CANh, be the class of 
finite structures in CAN. 
It is immediate that (%,a) E CAN if and only if the following are satisfied: 
(i) A consists of the forward E-closure of a: (u)” =A, 
(ii) - on ‘u coincides with the identity relation: for all b, b’ E A, b-b’ H b = b’. 
Returning to can : (%,a) H can(‘U,a), we note that the passage to can(‘ll,u) may 
be seen as a canonization procedure that (almost) picks unique representatives from 
bisimulation equivalence classes. 2 The interested reader is referred to the account of 
canonization and invariants that characterize structures up to corresponding notions of 
equivalence in a different though related context of k-variable equivalence [29]. 
Passage to can(‘LI, a) may also be used as a filter to enforce bisimulation invariance 
of queries. Let d be an algorithm that recognizes some monadic query Qo on finite 
* ‘&most’ because, in general, the result is really only determined up to isomorphism. For finite Kripke 
structures we could do better: we shall see that the can(Ql,a) carry a definable and PTIME computable linear 
ordering. This can be used to obtain standard representations of the can(%,a) with initial segments of the 
natural numbers for their universes. See Proposition 2.12. 
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Kripke structures and identify Qo with the class of those (2X, a) for which a E Q,“‘. 
Let ~2 o can denote the algorithm which on input (2l, a) first computes can(%, a) 
and then applies ~2 to the outcome. Then d o can recognizes the N-invariant query 
Q = { (2l, a) 1 can@I, a) E Qo}. Furthermore, if d is in PTIME then so is &’ o can, and 
Qo is itself --invariant if and only if QO = Q. In other words we have the following. 
Proposition 2.2. For any monudic query Q on jinite Kripke structures the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) Q is N-invariant. 
(ii) Q={(2I,u)/can((LI,a)~Q}. 
Note that {(‘%,a) / can(%!I,u) E Q} is in PRIME if Q itself is. 
We obtain two corollaries from this, the first one gives an identity property for 
bisimulation-invariant queries, the second one a normal form for PTIME n ML,. 
Corollary 2.3. For any two bisimulution-invariant queries on jinite Kripke structures, 
Q and Q’: Q = Q’ if Q n CANfi,, = Q’ r- CANfin. 
Corollary 2.4. The queries in PTIME n ML, are exactly those that ure obtained as 
compositions of arbitrary PTIME queries with can: 
PTIME n ML, E PRIME o can. 
The notorious difficulties of capturing complexity classes - e.g. of finding a recursive 
syntax with PTIME semantics for the class of all PTIME queries on finite graphs - has 
to do with the implicit isomorphism invariance that is required of queries. For Kripke 
structures we have so far established a smooth passage from arbitrary queries (subject 
to isomorphism invariance) to bisimulation-invariant queries. This passage lends itself 
to a translation of the capturing issue. But why should it help? The answer is, that the 
domain to which we have reduced the original problem through Proposition 2.2 has 
the crucial advantage on which all known capturing results ultimately rely: over CAN, 
there is a definable and PTIME computable, in fact LFP-definable, global linear ordering. 
This allows us to reduce the present capturing issue to the well-known Immerman- 
Vardi Theorem, that least fixed-point logic LFP captures PTIME over linearly ordered 
finite structures. This reduction is dealt with in the following section. 
Before that, we briefly give some indication that CANE, is sufficiently rich for 
an interesting complexity theory. The descriptive complexity of bisimulation-invariant 
queries actually reflects all the richness of structural complexity. 
Richness of the bisimulation-invariant scenario. Word models are structural encodings 
of words. Let some alphabet (~1 , . . . , pi} be fixed. A word w E {PI,. . . , PI}” of length 
n > 0 is encoded by the structure 
9I,,, = ((0,. . . , n - l}, succ’, P;“, . . ,P;“), 
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where succ” is the usual successor relation in restriction to n = (0,. . . , n - 1 }, and each 
ew C n contains those positions j in w that carry the letter pi. If we regard (2I,, 0) 
as a Kripke structure with designated world 0 (marking the first position in w) then 
clearly (2I,, 0) E CAN fin. Let W c CANc, be the class of these Kripke word models. 
The encoding of words through canonical Kripke structures immediately allows us to 
embed all string languages faithfully into corresponding bisimulation-invariant classes 
of finite Kripke structures: to L C { ~1,. . . , PI}+ associate WL C W, the class of (‘u,,O) 
for w EL, and QL, the class of all (23,6) that are bisimulation equivalent with some 
(21u,., 0) E WL. At the level of PTIME and above, the complexity of L and WL is the same 
as that of QL. 
Since the considerations of Proposition 2.2 apply to complexity classes above PTIME 
just as for PTIME, it is clear that for instance PSPACE nML, E PSPACE o can just as 
PTIME n ML, = PTIME o can. It therefore follows from the embeddability of string lan- 
guages that for instance PSPACE n ML, = PTIMEIIML, if and only if PSPACE collapses 
to PTIME over CANc, if and only if PTIME=~SPACE. 
The embeddability of string languages also shows that L, g PTIME n ML,, and in- 
deed that L, g Lz. Recall that by the theorem of Biichi, Elgot and Trakhtenbrot, W, c W 
is MSO-definable (over W) exactly if L is regular, see for instance [12]. It is well 
known on the other hand that L, C MS0 - the essential observation is that monadic 
least fixed points have obvious MSO-definitions as & -minimal fixed points. 
Example 2.5. Consider any PTIME recognizable language L which is not regular, for 
instance L = { p;p!j 1 n 2 1 }. Then QL is a bisimulation-invariant PTIME query but not 
definable in MSO. Otherwise QL n W = W, would be MSO-definable over W and this 
would imply that L is regular. Now W,l for L’ = {p?pT / n,m 3 1) is MSO-definable. 
The following Lz-formula defines W, within WLI: 
cp(x) = ~Ly[(llX[((Pl(XI)A(P2(X2))V OlO2~xIx21~\(pl(x2))v O2yxIx21(x/xI,x/x2), 
where cpl(xi) = Z'IX~ A q iP*xi and q2(xi) = Oi(Pzxi A oil). Here I stands for any uni- 
versally false statement, like 9x1 A lP,xl. Over any structure in W,,, (Pl(xi) defines the 
last position carrying the letter ~1, and (P2(xi) the position before the last p2. Observe 
that the 0102-process for X corresponds to a synchronized back-stepping in x1 and 
x2. So W, = {(21u,,0) E W,, 1‘3, k q[O]}. It follows that cp is not equivalent with any 
MSO-formula, and we have a separation of L, from Li. 
2.2. Order and the Immerman-Vardi Theorem 
Among the prominent logics in finite model theory are various fixed-point extensions 
of first-order logic, most notably least jixed-point logic LFP. We here only sketch 
the definitions of LFP and the related inductive jixed-point logic IFP to make them 
available for technical applications. For more background the reader should see for 
instance [ 121. 
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LFP is the extension of first-order logic that is obtained through closure under the 
formation of least fixed points of positively defined operations on predicates. If cp is 
a formula in which the second-order variable X occurs positively (no free occurrence 
in the scope of an odd number of negations), X of arity r and X a tuple of Y distinct 
first-order variables, y any tuple of Y first-order variables, then 
is also a formula (in which the J are free and X is not). $ asserts of 3 that it is 
contained in the least fixed point of the monotone operation 
p ++ {X I (PW~I~. 
Least fixed-point logic LFP is the smallest extension of first-order logic that is closed 
under first-order operations and the LFP-constructor. 
Inductive fixed-point logic IFP similarly extends first-order by the formation of in- 
ductive jxed points of operations on predicates. For cp and X,X and v as above, but 
cp not necessarily positive in X, 
$ = [IFPx,icpl(_F) 
is also a formula, which asserts that v is in the limit of the inductive sequence of r-ary 
relations X, generated as 
X0 = 0, 
X a+1 =Xx u (2 I dxx/xl), 
x;. = u xx for limits i. 
?<1 
Theorem 2.6 (Gurevich and Shelah [18]). Over jinite structures LFP and IFP have 
the same expressive power: a query is LFP-dejnable if and only if it is LFP-definable. 
A class of finite structures admits an LFP-definable global ordering if there is an 
LFP-definable binary query which on all members of that class evaluates to a total 
linear ordering. 
Theorem 2.7 (Immerman [21], Vardi [34]). A query on linearly ordered structures is 
in PTIME if and only if it is dejinable in LFP. The same holds of PTIME queries in 
restriction to classes of structures that admit an LFP-definable global linear ordering. 
Recall that CANh, is the class of all can(2I, a) where (‘Ql, a) is any finite Kripke 
structure (of our fixed type p). 
Proposition 2.8. CANc, admits an LFP-definable global ordering. 
Proof. In view of the Gurevich-Shelah Theorem we need only show that a linear order 
can uniformly be obtained through an IFP-like inductive process over all can(‘U, a). The 
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idea is the same as in the colour refinement for finite graphs (cf. the detailed treatment 
in [29]): we know that N (or rather its complement + ) is definable in a fixed-point 
process, and the elements of can(‘U, a) just are the N-classes. The refinement steps in 
the generation of $ as a limit of successive stages 7Li according to (1) in Section 1.1 
may be adapted to generate an ordered representation of the -i-classes in each stage. 
The resulting limit will be a linear ordering of the --classes. 
Recall that ~0 is atomic equivalence with respect to p = (9,. . . ,I’/). Enumerate the 
2’ atomic p-types in some fixed order, and let -+J be the strict pre-ordering induced by 
this enumeration: [b] -+ [b’] if the atomic type of b precedes that of b’ in this fixed 
enumeration. Clearly -+ is a first-order definable global relation. 
The elements of can(‘u, a) are --classes. Since N is the common refinement of the 
wI, the -i-classes are represented over A/- by sets of --classes. In this picture, the 
limit N is reached with that mi whose classes are singleton subsets of A/N. We shall 
inductively define the + so that +i induces a linear ordering of the -i-classes, i.e. 
such that each 
is a well-defined strict linear ordering. The limit -X := U, +i will provide a linear 
ordering on A/- and similarly on the universe (u)“/- of can(%,a). 
Define +i+l in terms of +r through 
Lb1 +i+l Lb’1 iff [bl +i Lb’1 
LbPf-i [b’l but r([bl, +i) <lex f([b’l, +iI, 
where < lex is lexicographic comparison, applied to boolean tuples T([b], +i) which 
are defined as follows. Let ~1,. . . , yt be the enumeration of -i-classes in +-increasing 
order. Then r([b], +i) = (21,. . ,Q) E (0, 1)’ where 
i 
1 z, = if 3 [cl ([cl E Y.~ A WI, [cl) E E”), 5 
0 else. 
In comparison with the inductive generation of the $, in (1) in Section 1.1 it can 
be shown inductively that +i is a linear ordering of the wl-classes. In other words 
[b] #; [b’] iff [b] -pi [b’] or [b’] +i [b]. 
It follows that the limit + := Ui +i does indeed define a linear ordering of the 
--classes, i.e. a linear ordering on the universe of can(2La). 
It is also not hard to see that the crucial lexicographic comparison in the refinement 
step is first-order definable in the sense that there is a first-order formula that defines 
+i+i in terms of +i and E”. Altogether this shows that the global ordering -X is 
IFP-definable, hence LFP-definable, over CANc,. 0 
Corollary 2.9. A bisimulution-invariant monadic query Q on jinite Kripke structures 
is in PTIME if and only if can(Q) = (can(‘3, a) 1 a E Q”} is dejinuble in LFP over 
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CANc,. In formulae this may be summed up more suggestively as 
PTIME n ML, E LFP o can. 
The above method of constructing inductively an ordering of the types was conceived 
by Abiteboul and Vianu [l] in the setting of relational computation, where it became 
instrumental in their fundamental investigation of least versus partial fixed point. The 
logical and game-theoretic formulations, on which the present treatment is modeled, 
were abstracted and applied to bounded-variable logics in [ll, 14,271. [28] actually 
contains an account of the bounded-variable case of this technique in terms of the 
bisimulation analysis of Kripke structures that encode the bounded-variable games. 
Recently Sazonov and Lisitsa [32] have employed the same idea of a lexicographic 
pre-ordering of bisimulation equivalence classes to obtain a definable order on the 
hereditarily finite sets in non-well-founded set theory with the anti-foundation axiom. 
The connection with the above development is apparent, since in that framework bisim- 
ulation equivalence is set identity. 
2.3. Getting it all into Lf 
Consider L:-definability. From Lemma 1.8 we know that any Li-definable query is 
bisimulation invariant. We wish to show that conversely any query in PTIME~ML, 
is Li-definable for some k. From Corollary 2.9 we already have over CANh, that 
PTIME n ML, E LFP. Using the identity property for bisimulation-invariant queries ex- 
pressed in Corollary 2.3, it will suffice to show that LFP=LF over CAN,=,,, or, for the 
non-trivial inclusion, LFP c Lr over CANh,. 
Proposition 2.10. Let q(X) be an LFP-formula in the language of Kripke structures 
with distinguished worlds (%,a) (where a is regarded as a constant). Then there is 
some k and cp* E Lf such that the free variables X of cp are among xl,. . . ,x&l, and 
such that for all (‘$!I, a) E CAN and all b E Ak-‘: 
(%a) + cpG1 ifs !!l k cp*E,al 
For LFP-sentences cp in particular, @I, a) b cp if and only if (‘S, a) + ‘p* (in the 
standard monadic semantics): LFP C Lr for monadic queries over CAN. 
This proves Theorem 1.12 as follows. Let Q E PTIME fl ML, be a monadic query. By 
Corollary 2.9, Q is LFP-definable in restriction to CANh,. The proposition shows that 
Q is definable in restriction to CANe, by some q(x) E Lf for suitable k. As the query 
defined by q(x) over arbitrary finite Kripke structures is N-invariant, and coincides 
with Q over CANe,, it coincides with Q over all finite Kripke structures by Corollary 
2.3. So Q is Li-definable. 
In preparation for Proposition 2.10 we prove a weak normal form for LFP. 
Lemma 2.11. Any formula of LFP is logically equivalent with one that ~ for some 
suitable value of r ~ satisjies the following conditions: 
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(i) all jirst-order variables that occur (free or bound) are among xl,. . .,x,., 
(ii) all applications of the jixed-point operator are of the form [LFP,Q$]? where 
the arity of X is Y, X=(x, , . . . ,xr), X’ some r-tuple with entries from xl,. . . ,xr. 
Sketch of proof Towards this claim consider a formula of type [LFP~,,-,II/(Y,xl,x2)]y, 
where we may assume without loss of generality that for some sufficiently large r and 
suitable tuple of variables X3: 
_ no variables besides xl,. . . ,x,. occur in I/J or in j, 
- - _ the concatenation .? = Xt x2 x3 is a permutation of (xl,. . ,x,.), 
_ no variable from X2 occurs bound, and no variable from X3 free, in $. 
Let then X be a new second-order variable of arity r and let II/‘(X,X) be obtained 
from $ through replacing all atoms YZ by atoms ZZX2 X3. Then [LFPr,:,-, $( Y,Xl,.& )I? 
is universally equivalent with 
This is verified via comparison of the individual stages in the respective fixed-point 
generations. For all ‘2I and tuples at and & from A, if YF denotes the crth iteration 
for $ with parameters 2i2 for X2, and XX zt the c&h iteration for t+V, then for all a these 
satisfy 
a, E y;x.” H a, aza3 ELp for some 53 
H Zl&ti3EXi’ for all as. 
Finally we apply a renaming of first-order variables throughout [LFPx,&‘(X,x)] to 
put X = (XI,. . . ,x,.) as required. 0 
Proof of Proposition 2.10. The proof is by induction on the syntax of LFP-formulae 
in normal form for fixed r. Put k = r + 1. Let c be the constant symbol available in LFP 
for the designated worlds of Kripke structures. Note that, for the sake of the induction, 
free second-order variables X of arity r have to be admitted in LFP-formulae. These 
translate into free second-order variables X* of arity k = r + 1. Inductively, we show 
that for cp(x,xt , . . .,x,) (in normal form), there is (p*(%*,xl,. . . ,xk) such that for all 
(Cu, a) E CAN, and all interpretations R of the I? over A, and all b E A’: 
where, for R in r?, R* is any extension of R to arity k = r+ 1 such that R = {b 1 ba E R*}. 
For the induction it is also checked that positive occurrences of X in cp translate into 
positive occurrences of X* in cp*. 
Recall from Lemma 1.9 that - is Lk,-definable for each k>2. Let (P_(X) be an 
LE-formula which defines (padded) bisimulation equivalence in the first and second 
component as an r-at-y global relation ~~ = { 6 1 (Cu, bl ) - ((II, b2)). We shall simply 
write x, wxj as shorthand for the corresponding relation defining - in the ith and jth 
component as obtained from cp_ through substitutions. Recall that over (‘2l, a) E CAN, 
b - b’ if and only if b = b’, whence over CAN the Lk,-formula for xi -xj defines 
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equality xi =xj. The other characteristic property of (‘9I, a) E CAN, that will become 
important for first-order quantification, is that A = (a)“. We turn to the syntactic in- 
duction. 
(i) atomic cp. The following translations cp H cp* satisfy the claim, for 1 6 i, j, ii,. . . , 
i, <k and for all basic propositions P: 
(Xi ‘Xi)* =Xi “Xj, 
(Xj=C)*=Xi-Xk, 
(PXi)* = PXi, 
(Xxi, . . . Xi,)* =X*Xj, . . .XGXk, 
(EXiXJ)* = Oi (Xi “Xj). 
(ii) boolean combinations translate trivially. 
(iii) existential quantification. Let cp = 3xj$ for some 1 <j <k, and assume that II/* is 
as required for $. Then 
‘P* = [pX($*(X) v Ojx~)l(xk/~j) 
is as desired (where X is new). The least fixed point px($*(X) V OjXi) exactly 
comprises those tuples of worlds from which a positive instance for $* can be 
reached on a forward E-path in the jth component. The substitution of Xk (which 
in the semantic requirements for ‘p* is set to a) in the jth component thus extends 
the existential quantification appropriately to (a)E = A, for (2I, a) E CAN. 
(iv) fixed-point applications. Let cp = [LFP,&]?, where X = (xi,. . . ,xr) according to 
normal form. As Li is closed under variable substitutions we may assume X’ =X. 
Suppose that $*(X*,x, , ,xk ) is as required for $, where second-order parame- 
ters may be suppressed in the notation since they play no active role. Then 
cp* =pX*(IcI*(x*,x)) 
is as desired for cp. For this claim we consider inductively the appropriate claim 
for the individual stages in the fixed-point generation: if the stages of the inductive 
evaluation of LFP,& are denoted R,, and if those of ,u~* $* are denoted R,*, 
then & E R, H ba E R,*. This is obviously true for Ro = 0 = R,*. Inductively, the 
claim carries over to successor stages, since by the assumption on $*, always 
6 E &+I @ (% a) + rlr&, iI 
@ a 1 $*[R,*&A 
H Barr,*,,. 0 
2.4. Some further remarks 
The capturing result Theorem 1.12 as proved in this section, generalizes in an 
obvious manner to a multi-modal framework of Kripke structures with several modal- 
ities and accessibilities (EcJ’)J=l,,.m rather than a single E. Bisimulation and bisimula- 
tion equivalence are defined analogously, only that the typical back-and-forth clauses 
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(cf. (ii) and (iii) in Definition 1.1) have to be formulated for each of the individual E’ ‘I. 
In the Lz-definition of bisimulation inequivalence (cf. Lemma 1.9) this modification 
leads to the replacement of the 0102X V 02 q ,X-part by a corresponding expression 
Canonical structures are obtained as quotients with respect to bisimulation equiva- 
lence just as before (cf. Section 2.1), only that the restriction of the domain to the 
forward E-closure of the distinguished world has to be replaced by the corresponding 
closure for E := U, E (A All the essential steps in the above treatment go through as . 
before, in particular Corollary 2.4, Proposition 2.8, and Proposition 2.10 continue to 
hold unchanged. One of the few minor technical modifications is, that in the proof of 
Proposition 2.8, the lexicographic comparison obviously has to be carried out with 
respect to the tuple describing E’J)-incidence with classes of the previous level of re- 
finement, for each J. It follows that Theorem 1.12 holds also in this extended setting. 
It should be noted that the existence of a logic for bisimulation-invariant PTIME, in 
the sense of descriptive complexity, follows directly from Corollary 2.9 which may 
be looked at as a normal form theorem or as a logical characterization. Putting the 
reasoning that leads to Corollary 2.9 in different perspective, the abstract capturing 
result we have here is due to the following. 
Proposition 2.12. There is a PTIME jiinctor H dejned on finite Kripke structures with 
distinguished worlds, for canonization up to bisimulation equivalence: 
W, a> (‘K a) - HW a>, 
V((U,a)V(9l’,a’) (‘%,a) N (‘CY’,a’)~H(‘U,a)=H(‘U’,a’). 
Such H is obtained through (2I, a) L% can(‘%, a) ?% H(2l, a), where the functor 
‘can’ is composed with a functor ‘Stan’ that maps can(!!l,a) to its isomorphic standard 
representation over an initial segment of the natural numbers, naturally ordered by the 
PTIME computable global ordering + (according to Proposition 2.8). 
PTIME canonization functors generally induce capturing results for corresponding frag- 
ments of PIJME, as outlined in [29]. Indeed, two other interesting capturing results for 
fragments of PTIME could be obtained along these lines [28]. These concern the full 
two-variable fragments of infinitary first-order logic and its extension by counting quan- 
tifiers. In those cases, canonization requires far more elaboration, since the passage to 
quotients (as in the formation of can(%,a)) does not lead to structures of the orig- 
inal kind. The reconstruction of a standard representative from its concise quotient 
description becomes an essential, and technically involved, step in those arguments. It 
just so happens that for bisimulation invariance the quotient structures themselves are 
canonical representatives of their equivalence class. Note, however, that the present 
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capturing result is not a consequence of the capturing result for the two-variable frag- 
ments PTIME n L&, and PTIME f” C&, in [28], although the latter results are stronger in 
the sense that PTIME n ML, g PTIME n L&, 5 PTIME n CL,. Compared with the harder 
capturing results for those two-variable fragments, however, we have here obtained a 
syntactically much nicer and more natural explicit capturing result. 
Let PTIME on ordered yruphs stand for the class of all PTIME boolean queries on OT- 
dered graphs, which by the Immerman-Vardi Theorem is captured by LFP. Any class 
of ordered graphs that is closed under isomorphism is also Lk,-definable, so PTIME on 
ordered graphs is a subclass of PTIME~L*,,. Interestingly, it may even be embedded 
into PTIME f! ML,, though. To this end we need merely regard an ordered graph as 
a Kripke structure, in the multi-modal framework. We may take the edge relation as 
one accessibility relation and the successor relation, which comes with the ordering, 
as a second one. The initial vertex with respect to the ordering is regarded as the 
distinguished world, just as for the Kripke versions of word models considered above. 
For these canonical representations of ordered graphs as Kripke structures, bisimula- 
tion equivalence coincides with isomorphism. In terms of this representation, therefore, 
PTIME on ordered graphs translates into a subclass of PTIME n ML,. The containments 
between these fragments of PTIME, together with a specification of the associated in- 
variance conditions, are indicated in the following diagram, where arrows stand for 
strict inclusion and the dotted arrow indicates strict inclusion under the translation just 
outlined. 
PTIME 
Ion arb. rel. struct. 1 
‘v 
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For the analysis of bisimulation-invariant queries in higher arity, the right notion 
of equivalence is component-wise bisimulation equivalence: (‘3, a) N (‘%I, a’) for k- 
tuples of worlds Z and a’, if (‘9I,a~)N(2l’,a~) for j=l,...,k. Compare Lemma 1.8. 
Over finite Kripke structures k-ary bisimulation-invariant queries are exactly the ML;- 
definable queries, so the corresponding fragment of PTIME is PTIME n MLk,. The ana- 
logue of the functor can : (‘3, a) H can(‘U, a) then is the extension to arguments (‘u, a) 
for GE,& through can(‘?I,~):=(can(‘?I,~~))~~~~~. Note the high degree of indepen- 
dence between the components aj, which is appropriate according to the definition of 
(2l, a) - (a’, a’). Passage to can(%, a) serves to translate --invariant k-ary queries into 
queries over CANh,, or over the class of disjoint unions of k canonical Kripke struc- 
tures with one distinguished world in each component. In analogy with the monadic 
case one could similarly show that PTIME~ML~, coincides with the class of k-ary 
queries definable L;. 
A more technical remark concerns the relation between L: and plain multi-modal 
L,, in application to the kth Cartesian power of the VI with accessibility relations Ej 
and propositional constants fly for atomic Li-formulae fixi. This translation is actually 
reminiscent of a similar reduction of finite-variable equivalence to bisimulation equiv- 
alence of suitably defined powers that is sketched in [30]. The only construct in 1,; 
that introduces a difference is variable substitution. It should be noted that variable 
substitutions introduce some degree of non-locality (in terms of E and the Ei). This 
raises the question to which extent variable substitutions are actually necessary in order 
to guarantee the expressive power needed for ML, n PTIME. There seems to be one 
essential application of variable substitutions that is not easily avoidable. This occurs 
in the translation of existential quantification as carried out in the proof of Proposi- 
tion 2.10. In this context substitutions are applied to set one component to the fixed 
parameter designating the distinguished world a of (%,a). Allowing for just these spe- 
cial substitutions (of a constant c, say, for variables) one could obtain a system that 
otherwise resembles even more closely plain L,, in application to kth Cartesian powers. 
3. Undecidability of Li 
For the considerations of this section, again, the intended semantics of Lr is the 
standard monadic one. Satisfiability considerations thus concern the existence of Kripke 
structures with designated worlds satisfying Li-formulae in a single free variable. 
Recall from Corollary 1.7 that LF is a two-variable logic in the sense that L: C Lk;,,, 
for the standard monadic semantics over finite structures. Of course Li C ML, CL&,, 
over finite structures even for the general semantics. The undecidability result presented 
here should thus be seen in connection with the programme to investigate the borderline 
of decidability in the vicinity of two-variable logics and of L,. Several undecidable 
extensions of two-variable first-order logic Li,, are exhibited in [ 151. Among these 
undecidable extensions is a weak two-variable fragment LFPl” of monadic least fixed- 
point logic. LFP;,, is the least common extension of _& and LIL, which are both 
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decidable. Li goes beyond L, in a different direction, however. Li,, g Li, and, unlike 
LFP:,,, L;g MSO. Thus LFP;,, and Li are incomparable (even over finite Kripke 
structures, and with respect to monadic semantics). 
It is not hard to see that the k-dimensional modal logics MLk (i.e. L: without fixed 
points) are decidable even for the general semantics; for the monadic semantics MLk 
collapses to plain ML anyway [7]. 
We now consider the satisfiability problem for the Li and show that satisfiability 
in finite Kripke structures with designated worlds (j&e sati.$ability) is undecidable 
(r.e.-complete) for Li while satisfiability for L:( - in arbitrary Kripke structures with 
designated worlds - is even Cl -hard (Cl is the first level of the analytical hierarchy, 
above all arithmetical levels of undecidability). This situation is in sharp contrast with 
that for the classical p-calculus: for L, the finite satisfiability problem and the satis- 
fiability problem coincide (L,, has the finite model property) [24], and are decidable 
[25,33]. 
For notational convenience, let sat(Y), respectively jin-sat(T), stand for the sets 
of those lie-formulae that have a model, respectively have a finite model. 9 has the 
finite model property if sat( 2’) =jn-sat(d;p). 
Theorem 3.1. Li does not have the Jinite model property, jn-sat(Li) is r.e.-complete, 
and sat(Li) is C!-hurd. 
As a logic for bisimulation-invariant PTIME, Lr = U Li is of course semantically 
determined only with respect to finite structures. The general satisfiability problem 
sat(Lj’f) thus concerns LF as a natural extension of the classical p-calculus, rather 
than as a logic for PTIME n ML,. But also for finite satisfiability, decidability is a 
property of the syntax of a logic. Could it be then that there is a different syntax for 
PTIME n ML, that would be decidable for finite satisfiability? The answer is no, if the 
question is formalized in such a way as to preclude obvious trivializations of the issue. 
The undecidability argument for Li will show that no logic which efictively captures 
PTIME n ML, over finite Kripke structures can be decidable for finite satisfiability. The 
crucial point about efSective capturing is, that we require a recursive passage from some 
standard encoding of algorithms (like for instance natural finite encodings of Turing 
machines) to formulae. This condition is indeed satisfied for LF: for LFP on CANe, 
this is part of the capturing result of Immerman and Vardi, and the passage from LFP 
to Ljy over CAN in the proof of Proposition 2.10 is recursive, too. 
Remark 3.2. If .Y is a logic that effectively captures bisimulation-invariant PTIME over 
finite Kripke structures, then ,$n-sat( 3) is undecidable. 
Indeed, this abstract undecidability claim may directly be inferred from the obser- 
vation that there are sets of PTIME-recognizable subclasses of CANh, for which the 
emptiness problem is undecidable. But rather than pursue the issue on this level, we 
take a more concrete and specific look at domino problems and their formalization 
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in Li. These domino problems can serve as particular and intuitive examples for the 
claim just made. But the technical results of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.7 below, for 
Lz yield more: 
l undecidability is located at the lowest possible level in terms of the Lf, given that 
Li, = L, is decidable. 
l since the natural semantics of Li extends to infinite Kripke structures, we get the 
extra result about Ci -hardness of the satisfiability problem (while in the abstract 
setting of capturing PTIME n ML, this question would be meaningless). 
A simple example showing that Li does not have the finite model property is the 
following. Recall from Lemma 1.9 that there is a formula of L:( that defines bisimulation 
equivalence as a binary relation XI -x2. 
Example 3.3. The formula x(x, ,x2) = T~,Y ( 01 (XI ~xz VXx1x2)) asserts that there is 
no E-path of length greater than 0 leading from the --class [xl] into [x2]. Let $4~) 
(in standard monadic semantics) be the conjunction of the universal closure in (x )E 
of x1 -x2 +x(x1,x2), and the L,,-formula 1p~xoXx which asserts that E-’ is not well 
founded at x (i.e. there is an infinite E-path starting at x). We claim that cp E sat(L:) \ 
$n-sag. If (2I, a) /= CJI, then in can(‘8, a) there cannot be loops with respect to 
E”, by the first conjunct. The second conjunct then forces an infinite E--path from a 
which cannot loop back, so A has to be infinite. To see that cp is satisfiable, consider 
(N, succ, P, 0), with the standard successor relation for accessibility, distinguished world 
0, and basic proposition P chosen such that no two vertices are bisimulation equivalent: 
e.g. let P={2” [no N}. Then (N,succ,P,O) k cp. 
3.1. Classical domino problems and reductions to Li 
Definition 3.4. (i) A domino 9 is a triple (D,&,Rr) where D is a finite set of (types 
of) domino pieces, and Rn,Rr CD x D are binary relations for admissible horizontal 
or vertical adjacency of pieces. 
(ii) A tiling of N x N by 9 is a mapping t : N x N + D such that for all n,m E 
N : t(t(n,m),t(n + 1,m)) E Rn and (t(n,m),t(n,m + 1)) E Rv. 
(iii) A tiling t is periodic if there are p,q 2 1 such that t(n + p,m) = t(n,m) for 
all m and all sufficiently large IZ, and similarly t(n, m + q) = t(n, m) for all n and all 
sufficiently large m. 
(iv) A tiling t is recurrent for do E D if t-‘(do)~ N x N is infinite. 
Dominoes are a classical route to undecidability proofs through reduction, see [9]. 
Theorem 3.5 (Berger [S], Gurevich-Koryakov [ 171). The class of dominoes that ad- 
mit a periodic tiling is recursively inseparable from the class of dominoes that admit 
no tiling at all. In particular both the tiling problem and the periodic tiling problem 
are undecidable, in fact the tiling problem is co-r.e.-complete and the periodic tiling 
problem is r. e. -complete. 
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Theorem 3.6 (Hare1 [19,20]). The class of dominoes that admit a recurrent tiling 
with respect to a designated piece do is Cf-complete. 
Lemma 3.7. There are recursive translations from domino systems 9 (with distin- 
guished piece do) to formulae $9 and t+bg,,dO of Li such that 
(i) 3 admits a tiling if and only if $3 E sat(Lz). 
(ii) SS admits a periodic tiling if and only if $3 Ejin-sat(Li). 
(iii) 9, do admits a recurrent tiling if and only if $9~~ E sat(Li). 
This lemma proves Theorem 3.1. Indeed by virtue of the Gurevich-Koryakov 
Theorem, (i) and (ii) show jin-sat(Li) to be recursively inseparable from the com- 
plement of sat(Li), so that in the terminology of the classical decision problem, Li is 
a conservative reduction class, see [9]. 
For the proof of the lemma we consider descriptions of valid tilings for 9 as Kripke 
structures. Think of the underlying grid N x N as a relational structure with horizontal 
and vertical successor relations H and V. A placement of domino pieces is encoded 
by unary predicates (basic propositions) Pd for d ED, so that compatibility of the 
tiling with the allowed horizontal and vertical adjacencies may be asserted in modal 
conditions along H- and V-edges. We want to use just one accessibility relation E, 
however, and therefore encode both H- and V-edges by means of E. Let to this end P, 
and P, be two extra unary predicates and think of H-edges as split into two consecutive 
E-edges with an extra world in which PH is true put in the middle, and similarly for 
V and P,.. 
Let S=(D,RH,RV) be a domino, t:NxN + D a tiling. With this tiling we 
associate the following Kripke structure (‘&, o) (with distinguished world) over ba- 
sic propositions Pd for d E D and Px, P,. 
Let N + i stand for the set of odd multiples of i. The universe of ‘$I, is 
FYI x N CJ(N + 1/2)x N 0 N x (N + l/2). 
The distinguished world is o:= (0,O). P,, and P, mark the in-between points on 
horizontal and vertical edges: 
P,=(Nfl/2)X N, 
P, = N x (N + l/2), 
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E= {((r,s),(r+ 1/2,s)) 1s~ N,~E NU(N + l/2)} 
u{((r,S),(Y,S+ l/2)) IrE N,sE NU(N + l/2)}. 
For a description of the mapping t put, for each d ED, 
P,=t-‘(d)cN x N. 
Observation 3.8. A tiling t is periodic if and only if can(‘U,, o) is finite. 
We next isolate some Li-statements that are obviously true in (‘&o) if t is a valid 
tiling, and of which we then show that their satisfiability in turn implies the existence 
of tilings. 
Let UXi, Hx,xz and VX,X~ be abbreviations for the following Li-formulae: 
Hxlxz := 0, (P,x, A 0, x1 ~q), 
Vx,x2 := 0, (P,x, A 0, x, NXZ), 
where x, ~x2 is shorthand for the Lz-formula from Lemma 1.9 that defines bisimulation 
equivalence (with respect to basic propositions (Pd)dE~, P,,Pv) as a global relation. 
We regard a unary predicate U” and binary relations H” and V” as interpreted 
over canonical structures can(‘U,a) through the above formulae. 
We introduce derived modalities OH, 0’ (with duals #, 0’) and their two- 
dimensional indexed variants. Formally, we regard these as abbreviations according 
to, for instance 
q H(P(XI,X2)~Oi(PHXiIOi(P(Xl,X2)), 
OHdX1,X*) E Oi CpHXi A Oi(P(Xl,XZ)). 
There are Li-formulae (Ph and (pL. which over canonical models express that H” and 
V” are the graphs of unary functions h, o : U” ----f U”, and which are clearly satisfied 
in (‘U,, 0): 
(Ph= [k,]((ux, -(O~ux, /\o~Ux,))A(O~Ux,--tUx,)) 
A[vx, ~x~]((ux, AUx2 Ax, “x+o$Fx, -x2), 
cpc strictly analogous. Here and in the following [Vx,]t,k(x, ) and [Vx,Vx2]$(x, ,x1) are 
used as shorthand for the natural translations of these universal quantifications into Lz 
which are sound over CAN. For instance (cf. the proof of Proposition 2.10): 
[~~ll~(~l)--1’~~Ic/~~l~~~I~1~2~~~,~~, 
[~~,~~21$h>~2)-‘vx ($(Xl,XZ) Ao&x,.Q AOZ&XZ)kX). 
The following expresses commutativity of h and v (i.e. h o v = v o h) over canonical 
models of (P,, A qr, and at the same time is clearly satisfied in (9&o): 
cpC0,:=[~x,~x2]((ux, A\x2Ax, -x+mfb~o~o~x, -x2). 
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Similarly, completeness of the tiling and compatibility with the adjacencies prescribed 
in 9 is expressed by 
$09 :=[Vx,] ux, + 
( ( 
vfix, A v (PdX, AOp-&X,)A 
dED (d.d’)ER/i 
/f (fixI A q ;pd’xI > . 
(d.d’ 1 E Rv 11 
We claim that the following formula of Li (in standard monadic semantics) is in 
sat(Li) if and only if 9 admits a tiling, and in $fin-sat(Li) if and only if 9 admits a 
periodic tiling. This formula therefore serves to prove (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.7. 
Now (‘2&o) + I,& if t is a tiling, and can(‘&o) k $2 if and only if (‘2&o) k I+&. 
Also can(‘&,o) is finite if t is periodic. Therefore, the existence of (periodic) tilings 
implies the existence of (finite) models of $2. It remains to argue for the converse. 
Assume that (23, b) + I,&. W e may assume that (23, b) = can(Z3, b) is canonical, so 
that in particular N is the identity relation on B. By (Ph A cpt, A qo,,, it follows that H” 
and V” are the graphs of two commuting functions h and u on U” over 23. Note that 
b E dam(h) = dam(v) = U”. Commutativity of h and u implies that for all 12, m E N, 
h(v”h”(b)) = v"'h"+ I(b). It follows that the standard grid on R4 x N with its successor 
functions is homomorphically mapped into (U”, h, v) through (n,m) H tF’h”(b). It is 
easy to check using $9 that putting t(n, m) to be that d for which umh”(b) E PF defines 
a valid tiling of IV x N. Clearly t is periodic if g is finite. 
To settle also the Xi-hardness claim of Lemma 3.7 it remains to produce a formula 
cp2 which asserts of (canonical) models (23,b) of $3 that vmh”(b) E Pdo for infinitely 
many pairs (n,m) E N2. Consider the following formulae of L, c Lz: 
vi := ux A px((P& v 0 ‘xx), 
(p2 := UXAl/Q((P, v OHYX), 
(~3 := UxA/.tz((~~ V OHZx). 
For a E U” over (8,b) = can@, b) k $9, 
(%a) + 91 @ (a) ‘- n pdo # 0, 
(%,a) k 402 ti (a)Y-UH- nPdo =8, 
(B, b) + q3 @ 30 E (b)H- s.t. (cL)~-“~- n f&, = 8. 
Thinking in terms of the standard grid I% x N as embedded through (n, m) H zY’hn(b), 
(23, b) k (~3 says that there are only finitely many iz for which {m ) urnha 
E P&} is non-empty. If ‘pi is built like (~3 but with the roles of H and V exchanged, 
then ‘pi similarly says that there are only finitely many m for which {n 1 vmh”(b) E Pdo} 
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is non-empty. It follows that (~2~ := ‘(~3 V -cpG is as required and that 
* C/.d,, := $9 A pfj 
satisfies the requirements of (iii) in Lemma 3.7. 
4. Conclusions 
The search for capturing results in the absence of order is a very central issue in 
finite model theory. The open question in particular whether a logical characterization 
can be given for the class of all PTIME queries continues to be an outstanding incentive 
for descriptive complexity research. 
In this paper we have seen one more weak fragment of PTIME to have such a logical 
characterization. In terms of the full PTIME problem this capturing result concerns a 
weaker fragment even than those other two fragments that have yet been captured, 
namely the two fragments PTIME nL&, and its extension with counting quantifiers 
PTIME n CL, [28]. The abstract capturing result, i.e. the mere existence of a logic 
(or of recursive syntax) for bisimulation-invariant PTIME, moreover is an immediate 
consequence of the effective canonization according to Proposition 2.12. 
On the other hand, our capturing result here concerns a particularly natural fragment 
of PTIME, because bisimulation invariance and the modal scenario capture very natural 
logical concerns. Bisimulation invariance is the adequate notion of invariance for many 
applications of logic to the analysis of processes and programs. L; is the logic which 
is complete for all efficient tasks in this scenario. Beyond the abstract capturing result 
the major point of the present result is the explicit presentation in terms of this very 
natural extension of the well-known p-calculus. 
This capturing result thereby establishes a new close link between bisimulation 
invariance and L,l, a logic that has been studied in its own right for many other 
reasons. To mention one of the more recent results in the study of L,, Janin and 
Walukiewicz [22] show that (over general Kripke structures) L, exactly corresponds 
to the bisimulation-invariant fragment of monadic second-order logic. Even though it 
is not L,, itself but rather its vectorizations Lf( that come up here, the present capturing 
result illustrates the naturalness of L,, from yet another angle. 
The strong undecidability result for LF shows that L, is much more expressive than 
L,, even in terms of the standard monadic semantics. This is even more noteworthy 
as the effect of vectorization is rather trivial for both ML and ML, (ML G MLk and 
MLk, = ML, for the standard monadic semantics). Vectorization at the intermediate 
level of L,, has strong effects in terms of decidability, and leads to a logic that is 
complete for PTIME within ML,. 
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